Science
 We will learn about a farmer’s field. We will learn what the

animals and plants are like that live and grow on a farm.
 We will learn what a forest in England is like. We will learn








what the animals and plants are like that live and grow in an
English forest or woodland.
We will identify and classify the animals that live in a farm and
a forest.
We will investigate what’s the best material to use to make an
umbrella for the witch and her friends from the story ‘Room
on the Broom’.
We will go on a spring walk and discuss the changes that are
happening to the trees and weather. We will discuss the
difference between a deciduous and evergreen tree.
We will continue to observe, discuss and care for our class
plant.

How can you help your child at home?
-Visit a local farm and/or a forest and discuss the animals and
plants found in it. If you can’t visit these places, research using
the Internet or books. Use kiddle or kidrex search engines if using
the Internet. Discuss what different types of animals are found in
each (mammal, bird, reptile, amphibian, fish).
-Research about different landmarks around the United Kingdom
and describe what they are made from.
-Go to the park together and observe the plants, trees and animals inside it. Download the tree IP app on a device and practise
identifying the trees around you.
-Discuss the changes in weather as we approach the season of
spring and how the trees are changing.

Religious Education (R.E.)
In R.E., we will be learning about Muslim Celebrations. Our key questions are:

What do Muslim people celebrate?

Why do Muslim people celebrate these festivals?
We will also visit a mosque to learn what a Muslim place of worship
is like.
How can you help your child at home?
-Discuss festivals your family celebrates and compare how these are
similar and different to others.

Music
 We will continue to sing songs building rhythm skills and melody.
 We will continue to practise coordination through dancing and sing-
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ing games.
 We will continue to practise using percussion instruments.

How can you help your child at home?
-Practise playing percussion instruments such as shakers or bells to
play a simple beat.
-Practise singing and dancing together.
-Listen to different types of music together and discuss how the music
makes you and your child feel.

Please remember...
 Your child should wear their P.E. kit to school every Wednesday

Art and Design and Technology (D.T.)
 In Art, we will be learning about collage. We will experiment with

using materials to create a range of visual effects. We are learning
about the famous artist Andy Goldsworthy and developing an understanding of linear work.
 We will select and sort contrasting materials, e.g. smooth, rough
and create our very own beach holiday scene by making a collage
using mixed materials.
 On D.T. day, we will design and make a windmill. We will learn
about the importance of a strong base as we practise our shaping
and joining skills.
How can you help your child at home?
-Draw and create famous landmarks from around the U.K. using various media such as chalk, felt-tips and junk modelling (recycled materials). Look at art in museums and around us for inspiration.

and Thursday if they are in Hazel Class and every Monday and
Thursday if they are in Elm Class.
 Home learning books will be collected every Wednesday and returned every Friday. Please complete the home learning with your
child every week.
 Please check your child’s Class Dojo regularly. If you don’t have
the link to your child’s Class Dojo profile, please see the front
office.

Unique U.K.
Spring (second-half 2020)

Personal, Social, Health and Economic (P.S.H.E.)

Our Topic Learning

 We will be working with numbers to 50 and will be learning

 We will learn about other religious festivals and traditions such as

how to count in different ways to 50 and we will be learning
how to count in twos and fives.
 We will be comparing numbers to 50 and showing different
ways to represent this. For example, greater, less than and
equal to.
 We will be learning about length and height and we will be
using non-standard and standard units of measurement such
as cubes, rulers and tape measures.
 We will begin to learn about weight and volume.

Mothering Sunday, St David’s Day, St Patrick’s Day, Easter, Passover and Holi Festival.
 Our topic is ‘Healthy Me’. We will be learning about healthy habits such as healthy eating, drinking lots of water, exercise, sleep
and rest, good hygiene and a happy attitude. We will be learning
about safety and how we stay safe in the world around us including road, fire and medicine safety. We will also be learning about
people who help us be healthy and stay safe.
 We will also learn about World Book Day, International Women’s
Day and join in with raising money for the Sport Relief.

Our topic this term is ‘Unique U.K.’. Here are some of the experiences
we will enjoy:
 We will learn about the weather is like in London and compare it to
the weather across our country.
 We will learn about the four countries of the United Kingdom and
some key information about each country. We will learn to locate
them on a map.
 We will learn about the landmarks around U.K. and if they are manmade or natural.
 We will read and write stories, poems, fact files and post cards about
weather and the United Kingdom such as ’Room on the Broom’, ‘The
Queen’s Bag and ‘Wind on the Hill’.
How can you help your child at home?
-Research information about the four countries of the United Kingdom.
You can look up landmarks, foods and weather. Your child can write fact
files and bring to school to share and present to the class.

Mathematics

How can you help your child at home?
-Practise counting in twos, fives and tens to 100. There are some
great songs online to support this.
-Practise understanding the value of numbers to 50 by ordering
and using language to compare the number. E.g. more, less,
many, fewer, most, least.
-Practise making number stories to show addition and subtraction to 50. For example, Ali has 25 rabbits in the garden and 8
more hop into the garden. How many rabbits are there altogether?
-Practise looking at length and height by comparing the height of
everyone living in the home or using various objects.

How can you help your child at home?
-Discuss and encourage healthy and encourage healthy habits such as
healthy eating, hygiene and exercise at home. Cook healthy meals
together.
-Discuss the religious festivals and special days we are celebrating and
why they are important. Join in with some of the festivities such as
celebrate Mothering Sunday together or read a fun book on World
Book Day.

Geography

English
 We will continue to use sounds learnt to read and develop fluen-



Physical Education (P.E.)
 We will be practising multi-skills with a focus on eye coordination

games such as tennis, badminton and target games.
How can you help your child at home?
Take your child to the park to play games such as tennis, volleyball;
and badminton to develop balance, agility and coordination.

Computing
 In Computing, we will be learning how to create an animation. We

will be learning to create short clips and will continue to use technology to create present ideas.
How can you help your child at home?
-Practise using apps or websites where children can produce their own
animations. For example, the website: www.flipanim.com allows children to create simple animations where they get to draw and create
their own pictures. Please remember to sit with your child while they use
the website and remind them about how to keep safe online.

 In Geography, we will be learning about aerial views of the Unit-

ed Kingdom. We will learn about and label the different famous
landmarks in United Kingdom, including natural and man-made
ones. We will learn about human and physical geographical features and vocabulary such as island, cliff and port around the U.K.
 We will learn about the four countries in the United Kingdom and
what they are called as well as their capital cities. We will learn
what flowers, animals and flags are associated with each country
in the U.K. We will learn about the oceans and seas that surround our country. We will practise using a map to locate our
country and practise using locational and directional language to
describe places on a map.
 We will learn about and compare the weather around the United Kingdom.
 We will compare the U.K. to Jamaica.
How can you help your child at home?
-Practise using a map/globe to locate our country and surrounding
seas. Practise using language such as north, east, next to, between,
far, near, right and left to describe where places are.
-Research information about the four countries of the United Kingdom. You can look up landmarks, foods and weather. Write a postcard as if you visited one of these places and bring to school to share
and present to your class.










cy and expression. We will practise answering different types of
questions about a range of texts to develop our comprehension.
We will continue to learn to read and spell red words from
memory. We will also learn how to use adjectives and other exciting words in our writing.
We will continue to use phonic knowledge to write for a range of
purposes. We will continue to learn how to proofread and polish
our writing, checking it makes sense and correcting errors.
We will write our own story about the witch and her friends in
the story ‘Room on the Broom’.
We will learn all about postcards , the features of postcards and
why we send them. We will create our own postcards based on
non-fiction books and fact files about the United Kingdom and
Jamaica. We will learn the difference between past and present
and how we can apply this into our writing.
We will continue to practise using a capital letter for names and
places in addition to the beginning of each sentence and the pronoun ‘I’.
We will practise writing capital and lower case letters of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one another.

How can you help your child at home?
-Read to and listen to your child read everyday. Talk to your child
about what they have read.
-Talk to your child about postcards and why we send them. Show
them a real postcard if you can!
-Encourage your child to practise writing for different purposes .Read
writing back to check it makes sense.

